
Find out what flexibility 
can do for you

The ups and downs of business have never been quite so up 
or down, so now more than ever, you need flexibility

With O2 you can be as flexible as you need to be, with options you can tailor to your  
business. From shorter contract lengths; with different mobiles, tablets and laptops 
to connect your people and help them be more productive; to data share, rollover 
tariffs and a central way to securely update and manage all devices. All with the 

reassurance of dedicated account management and business support.

Watch our short video to learn more about O2’s 
new flexible options for your business

Switching to O2 is easy with 

If you’re thinking about switching to O2, our step-by-step plan includes device set-up and distribution 
to required locations, whether it’s the office, on-site or employee’s working from home. To learn 

more, use the contact details below to get in touch with us or download the migration guide. 

As flexible as you need to be
Use these resources to find flexible ways forward for your business

Options tailored to your needs

for the future of your business

Get more flexibility

Range of contract lengths

Connectivity solutions giving 
you the flexibility your business 

needs right now, including 
flexible contract lengths

Flexible tariffs1

Every business has its peaks 
and troughs, so O2 lets you 

flex your data allowance up… 
and down as you need

Flexible add-on business apps

They offer you apps that 
help you stay productive 

wherever you need to work

For more information, please check out the FAQs

Device range 

From sim only devices, mobiles, 
tablets and laptops, our full 
range of devices gives you 

all the choice you need

Data Rollover2 

No business can afford to waste 
data it doesn’t use, so now O2 

automatically roll over your 
unused data to the next month

Four ways your business 
can flex
Four scenarios your business 
is facing right now, and four 
ways you can flex to meet the 
challenge. Find out how to create 
firm plans for an adaptable 
future in this guide.

Download now >

Going hybrid: next steps 
for success 
How to turn the quick-fixes 
of lockdown into long-term 
solutions, and which new tech 
developments could make hybrid 
work easier. Discover this and 
more in O2‘s blog.  

Read the blog >

Uncertain about the 
future blog
Find out why flexibility is more 
important than ever before. 
And learn how to increase the 
flexibility of your mobile estate 
in O2‘s blog.

Read the blog >

Top lockdown lessons  
for hybrid work
What boosts productivity by 
40%, and whose working hours 
have changed how? See the 
lockdown discoveries which could 
help make the hybrid workplace 
a success. 

View the infographic >

See the story >

The key steps for 
migration success
You might need a more flexible 
mobile provider, but migrating 
can be daunting. See six 
considerations for a smooth 
move, and get a clear picture of 
the path ahead, in this guide.

Download now >

We understand your business matters. To find out 
more about the range of flexible solutions we offer:
give us a call on
email
or visit

ø and  
are here to help your business flex

We’re here to help your business flex
1  For new or upgrading customers only. For Small Biz and Business Essentials tariffs, tariff can be changed to a non-promotional tariff of the same type that has either 
a lower, higher or the same amount of data as tariff selected at commencement. For Business, Small Biz SIM Only, Small Biz Data Only and Mobile Broadband SIM 
Only tariffs, tariff can be changed to a non-promotional tariff of the same type with either the same or a higher amount of data as tariff selected at commencement. 
A change in tariff can be made 30 days from the date of connection or upgrade, each billing month. 

2  For new or upgrading customers only. Available on selected tariffs of 6GB of data or above, excluding 2GB triple data, 3GB double data and unlimited data tariffs. 
Up to 100% of unused data from standard monthly data allowance can be rolled over into the following month. Eligible data rolls over for one month only. Any data 
that cannot be rolled over will expire. Any unused data will not rollover if you decide to change to an alternative tariff.

Subject to availability, status, credit check and general terms for business customers apply. Terms apply, see o2.co.uk/terms

http://images.connect.o2.co.uk/Web/TELEFONICAUKLIMITEDO2/%7Bb5333fbc-96f3-43c3-a4dd-9625f9f88e67%7D_Tariff_Flexibility_FAQs_MB.pdf
https://youtu.be/2L2B5h3iokE
https://businessblog.o2.co.uk/2020/09/23/going-hybrid-building-on-what-lockdown-taught-us-about-work/
https://businessblog.o2.co.uk/how-to-build-flexibility-into-your-mobile-estate
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